
October 27, 1910.

President Richard C. Maclaurin,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Boston, Mass.

Dear Dr. HMaclaurin: —

Ihe Committee appointed by you last

June to meet and discuss the matter of site and other ques-—

tions in connection with the new Institute has held sevsral

meetings during the summer and has explored the territory

around Boston with a view to looking over sites that have

been suggested and discovering possible new ones. Ag a

result of its investigations, the Committee hands you the

following preliminary report of what they have been able to

learn rogarding the site situation. This report may be

followed by fuller details, should you so desire. In all

its investigations, tiie Committee has been careful not toi) 5

disclose the object for which the land would be used, al-

though 1t necessarily has had to consult with various real

estate men. Wo send you with this such plans of various

sites as we have been able to collect, with letters from

agents who have looked into the prices, etc., for us,

The obvious requirements for a suitable

site for the new Institute are ease of access for students

and professors, as well as the general public, including

those living in Boston and those who come in from the su-

burbs on railroads, a topographical condition which would
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permit of the constructicn of a dignified group worthy of

the Institute's importance. The price of the land should

not be so high as to swallow up funds necessary for the

development of buildings and equipment, nor should land be

taken where unusually expensive foundations would be re-

quired. It would also appear that the site should be so

located as to be independent of the influence of other ine

stitutions, while at the same time being near enough to the

City of Boston to allow the Institute to retain its identity

#ith the interests of the City.

The principal sites which we have investigated

are the following.

1. The property on Commonwealth Avenue, Brighton,

now occupied by the Allston Golf Club.

2. The Riverbank land in Cambridge, east of Massaw

chusetts Avenue.

3 oe The Riverbank land west of liassachusetts Avenue.

1, Land in the Fenway bounded by Brookline Avenus,

the Riverway, Avenue Louis Pasteur and Longwood Avenus.

Be The Stadium site, so called.

6, Land bounded by Perkins $5t., south Huntington

Avenue, Centre Street and Jemaica way in Jamaica Plain, over-

locking Jamaica Pond.

/ Land on south Huntington Avenue, overlooking the

Riverway

Lol16 q+ Roxbury

J Land fronting on Allendale and Centre Streets,
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Land bsatween licrton and West Selden Streets,

Dorchester.

10. Iwo tracts of land in he Fenway bordering on

[pswich Street.

Other tracts which might be mentioned, but which

the Committee has not seriously investigated, are the Sally's

Rock land, so called, in Hyde Park, possibly an island in

the Charles River Basin and the following:-

Norton's Woods, Cambridge.
Fresh Pond, Cambridge.
3tony Brook between Cambridge and Waltham.
Gore Place, Waltham.
Mystic Lake, Winchester.
South Boston (east side).
Corey Hill and Winchester Sts., Brookline.
Chestnut Hill, near Boston College.
Bowditch Hill, near Arboretum.
Forest Hills, Minot Land.
Commonwealth Golf Club, Newton.

Of the above tracts, three of them only seem to

your Committee to be worthy of serious consideration. They

are the Allston Golf Club, the Riverbank, east of Massachu-

setts Avenus, and the Fenway sites. Your Committee feels

that the Allston Golf Club site would be admirably suited for

building purposes; that its cost recommends it, but that the

site is one which is liable to deteriorate in importance and

is psrhaps in what might be called too much of a residential

section of the City.

The Riverbank east of lMassachusetts Avenue would

ve a very imposing location and is perfectly practical for
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pbuilding purposes. The cost of the land is in excess of

the Allston site, and the manufacturing district and tenew

ments in the rear are somewhat of an objection. The fact

that it is in Cambridge and its proximity to Harvard ars

furthsr objections.

The Fenway site seems in every way suited for

the needs of the Institutes as far as location, size and pos-

31bility of dignified development is concerned. Should the

Institute build upon it, it would make one more group of

gsemi-public buildings in that locality and practically estab-

lich an interesting civic centre, the only two serious ob=

jections to it being the cost of the land and the added

sxpense of foundations under some of ite buildings. Your

Committee feels that if the money could be raised to overcome

these two difficulties, this site would be on the whole, the

most desirable of those investigated. Details of each of

the sites investigated by your Committee follow.

ro. ALLSTON GOLE CLUB.

his embraces a tract of rolling gravelly land of

somathing over 30 acres. This land seems well suited for

building purposes and could be reached in a thoroughly practi-

cal way and in an architectural manner from the adjoining main

street. The slight inequalities of the ground could be easily

leveled, while the coil itself may have values for concrete
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aggregate,

Ihe fact that this site commands an agreeable

prospect, and one which would be perpetually open, recommends

itself visually, though this point of view is somewhat injured

by the presence of a noisy railroad. Fortunately, this raile

road is below the property, allowing all vistas to pass over

it and in some measure losing its noises against the embanke

ments. The proporty is easily reached by electric cars to

Boston and also to Cambridgs. The property, fortunately, lies

within the limits of the City of Boston.

The development of this site might be accomplished

by two roads entering the property at right angles to the main

street and termineting ac the escarpment adjoining the rail-

way tracks, The parallelogram of land embraced by the main

street, the two strests mentioned above and the escarpment

could be developed as a hollow square with one side opsning on

the main street. That side of the square towards the escarp=-

ment might be developed with a monumental structure, which would

not only dominate the view of the quadrangle when seen from the

main street, but would also form a land mark visible for all time

along both sides of the rivsr.

The principal difficulty with this land would

seem to be its distance from the main railroad terminals in Bog

ton, but for freight transportation, delivery of coal, etc., as

nell as its picturesque and commanding locations, it seems to be

anrivalled. There is plenty of land in the vicinity for the
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development of dormitories, which would probably be built by

real estate investors. Land could probably be bought for

o5¢ to 507 per foot.

2. RIVERBANK EAST OF MASSACHUSETTS AVE,

This piece we may call the Marcy land, and éxtends

from Massachusstts Avenue easterly to the Shoe Exposition Build-

ing or three blocks on the river front, making a total frontage

including two cross streets, of about 1767 feet. The area of

the three blocks fronting on the river, streets and passageways

included, is 362,470 feet, which carries ud back to Amherst

Street, now built and which is quite a thoroughfare.

The net area of the next three blocks is 306,039

feet, which brings us back to Princeton Avenue, a 100 feet

street laid out but not built.

The strip on the other side of Princeton Avenus,

two blocks long, contains 220,858 feet net, and if we took in

the balance of this strin, that is another block long, there

vould be nearly 100,000 feet additional.

Without this uncertain piece we have a total net

area of 889,385 fsat cr a gross area, including the enclosed

streets, of something like 1,200,000 square feet.

This does not take us all the way back to the raile

road, and probably between it and the railroad there would still

be between 300,000 and 400,000 feet net area.

Site level.

Requires short piles, length 15 to 20 feet.
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Excellent outlook over river and very conspicuous

location as seen from Boston.

Probably best obt=frable as far as

vertising school, |

location ad-

Orientation good and of such a shape as to divide

easily and properly into quadrangles.AP

Massachusetts Avenue with its trolley service is

very accessible, both from Boston and from a great territory

north of Boaton, and this trolley service directly hits one end

of the Marcy land.

Ihe easterly end of the Marcy land is one-quarter

mile from Kendall Square station of the new Cambridge subway and

a less distance from the surface cars on Main Street, and with

present transportation facilities the time from Kendall Square

to the Old State llouse is only ten or twelve minutes, while the
oA Sr

subway would land one at Park Street is five minutes,

Freight R. R. immediately back of site gives good

freicht service.

The objections are:

Ll. The expense of land. The following letter from Mr. Whitmore

7ill exrlain.

"T find that the bulk of ths land east of Massachusetts Avew=

nue, end bstween the Charles River Basin and the Boston &amp; Albany

Reilroad in Cambridge, is owned or controlled in the Ames office.

here are, howsver, about twenty other owners. ir. Cole, of

that office, told me there were about 1,060,000 square febdbt ex
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clusive of the streets, up to a certain line. They have

some beyond that. He thought it might be possible to get

this together for about %750,000. He once had had options

on it, but they have expired. If anything were done, he

believed it would be easier for them to get it together than

1t would for anyone elss to go directly to the people inter

noted,

"In regard to the streets, he said that when the land

vag filled an agreement was made with the City of Cambridge

leaving the streets to it. He could not tell what the atti-
tude of the City would So tovord closing it. It would depend

a good deal upon the use to be made of the land. When they

were talking with the Institute of Technology some years ago,

the City seemed willing to have the Institute come there. The

land is restricted practically for dwelling houses, but Mr, Cole

thought if it were to be used by an institution, the restric-

tions could be so arranged as to permit of it."

Ba An encroaching manufacturing district, with its accom-

vanying tenements, making it an undesirable dormitory region.
 Zz Proximity to Harvard might prove unpopular,

Cambridge objection to more untaxable land.

ere it not for the above objections, the Riverbank

would probably commend for itself first place, particularly on

account of its conspicuous and very convenient location, as well

as its facilitiss for water sports. These latter facilities,

however, would be almost equally available at the Allston site.
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RIVERBANK WEST OF MASSACHUSETTS AVE:
fhe same remarks apply to this as to the land east of

the Avenue, except that the tract is less accessible and nuch

loss desirable,

FENWAY SITEON BROOKLINE AVENUE.

A comparatively rectangular pieces of land, contain-

ing from 1 to 2 million fest of land.

Adgacent to the Art Museum and other large build-

ingsy in other words, a part of the monumental development of

the Fenway Scheme,

Un the Ipswich and Longwood Avenus lines, not far

from the Huntington Avenue linss, and very near the City proper,

Railroad facilities rather poor. UNsarest stetion Longwood on

the Newton circuit.

Its disadvantages are:

lst - Cost: about $1.00 per foot (perhaps a little less).

2nd ~ Lxpense of foundations, the greater part requiring

long piles, some of it almost too deep for piles.

3 STADIUM SITE

Area about 1,300,000 square feet, and would cost

probably ~~ __per square foot.

3ite level, somewhat below street.

should extend to State ressrvation, which would be

about 200,000 feet additional; in all, over 2,000,000 feet.

No piles nscessary, except possibly near river.
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surroundings generally uninteresting, except on

the river side, which on both banks ig a planted state reserva-

ion and in the course of time will be of great beauty.

Situation not easily accessible.

The Viestern Avenue car line, with the Allston and

Harvard Square lines each about a half-mile away,

There is a possibility of the extension of the Boyls-

ten Street (Cambridge) line, which would give better service to

this location and to the Stadium opposite.

oite 1s not imposing, like the Riverbank or Allston

locations, seems less interesting, butccan probably be obtained

for less money than any other schemes.

Very poor surroundings, except for the Stadium, the

Harvard Boat House and the Parkway, that is, small wooden houses

crowded together and strsets in poor condition.

Nearest R. R. the Boston &amp; Albany line at Allston,

mith 18vel haul.

This site, on account of its difficulty of access,

together with the fact of its being somewhat under the shadow of

Harvard, did not seem a desirable ons to the Committee.

8a JAMAICA POND SITE.
Fairly level piece of ground, with only two houses

on site.

No difficulty with foundations, as there 1s good

rround to surface,

Area, anything desirad from L co ! 1/2 raillion feet.
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Letter rsgarding price accompanies plan.

Land fronts on the Parkway and overlooks Jamaica

cond.

As the Parkway at this point is the roadway over

which the greater part of the automobiles enter the city from

the south, it can be said to be conspicuous enough.

fhe Parkway is to the west, and quadrangles can be

oaslly arranged to give sun, quiet and views.

the site is within a five minute walk of the "Tech.

Field" in Brookline.

The objections to this site can be summed up in

"difficulty of access."

the South Huntington Avenue and Centre Street lines

are adjacent to the eastern limits of the property, but thsir

/

sérvice is not satisfactory.

SOUTH HUNTINGTON AVENUE SITE.

Site not seriously considered, as it seemed too

narrow and too stesp and irregular.

Outlook over Parkway beautiful, and location on car

+3 a

line somewhat nearer the city than tha Jamaica Parkway site.

ALLENDALE ROAD SITE.

Thisis a very attractive piece of property, but

there is practically no transportation, and the availability for

building purposes is much injured by a stone crusher and quarry

in the rear, which would probably have to be acouired to make it

of any uss
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DORCHESTER SITE.
[ransportation is poor and land swampy and un-

attractive,

10. IPSWICH STREET STIL IN FENTAY

These tracts are convenient to the center of

the city, but probably not large enough for the Institute's

development, and do not seem to offer any advantages in any

vay of open space, room for dormitories, Treight facilities

or general expansion.

The Committee will be glad to follow the above

sith further study, if you so desire, and would bs glad to

nave a confsrence with you, in order to take up the other

jusstions mentioned.

‘Y
 Vv trul - - arow

 ~~

a
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December 15, 1910,

Dr. Richard C., lMaclaurin,

Pregs't, liaS8achuS e ttS In 3S 4 itut e of T e chn0 1 0gy 3

Boston, llass.

Dear Dr. llaclavxring-

Fcllowing your request, we have examined

the land occupied by the Allston Golf Club to study its possi-

vilities as a site for the Institute. We have limited our-

selves to a careful consideration of the size, orientation,

approaches and accessibility of the site, having in mind all

the available data upon the immediate and future requirements

of floor space. The architectural treatment of individual

buildings and the details of grades and surroundings, OT the

production of striking pictorizl plans or perspectives of this

scheme, has seemed to us aside from the main problem now at

issue. It became evident to us very early in our studies

that the Allston site is available for the accommodation of

all the buildings and for interspaces of liberal size, Room

is also available for a convenient athletic field and for a

ormitory group if desired.

The following notes and the accompanying block plan

indicate the results of our studies.

i
TH. ’ Tr

The site comprises a level tract, practically at street

rrade, lying principally west of the proposed extension of
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Pleasant Street and about 650 deep on Commonwealth Avenue,

A further depth of about 200 feet is composed of the slope of

the bluff and a lower tract adjacent to the railroad. East

of Pleasant Street, the bluff slopes to a low level extending

east to the boundary of the lot.

Pleasant Street will form an important link in the

future transportation development of the Metropolitan District.

"hen connected by a bridge to Magazine Street, Cambridge, it

will form a direct line from Coolidge Corner to Central Square,

cambridge, and thence to the great thoroughfares to the north

of Boston. Legislation looking towards the construction of

this bridge has already been enacted, end the Town of Brookline

nas taken steps to establish a building line on Pleasant Street.

We have, therefore, considered keeping all buildings clear of

the widened line of this street. It seems to us that this

important thoroughfare will be of distinc? benefit to the

property.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SITH,

A: Principal Axis.
A good development of the site seems to us to begin

vith the main axis, or Court of Honor, at right angles to Con

monwealth Avenue, about half way from Pleasant to Babcock

Streets, extending to the edge of the bluff, about 500 feet

long and 250 feet wide, This court will have a sheltered

south exposure and have a pleasant aspect at all seasons, It

sould be treated with two double rows of trees and a broad
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green esplanade like the Avenue de 1l'Observatoire at Paris or

the Tapis Vert at Versailles. It is about 50 feet wider and

150 feet shorter than the Harvard Yard. At the end of this

axis, on the edge of the bluff, is the Administration Build

ing. On account of its cormanding position, we recommend,

particularly for its advertising value, a high dome or tower,

which could be easily seen from Harvard and West Boston bridges

and the Charles River esplanade, forming a landmark up and

down the valley so that the Institute could be readily pointed

out to visitors and others. Back of the Administration Build-

ing, a terrace overlooking the river and shops could be

developed into a striking feature,

The right and left of this court, and probably con-

nected by corridors or porticos, would be ranged the department

buildings, arranged as the best future judgment may indicate,

We advise placing the long axis of as many buildings as possi-

ble in a general north and south direction, so that the long

fronts will obtain the morning and afternoon sun,

The shops and power house are suggested to be placed

on the low land adjacent to the railroad and behind the

Administration Building, where the noise of the railroad would

not be objectionable to these departments and coal supply and

ash removal could be economically handled by rail,

B: Athletic Field.
East of Pleasant Street extension we suggest placing

che Gymnasium, at the north near the railroad, and the Walker
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Memorial at the south near the street. Between them the

sloping bluff would be utilized for a combination grand-stand

and staircase 220 feet wide descending to the low level, which

sould be occupied by a kite-shaped track and athletic field

embracing a diamond, gridiron and tennis courts, This arrange-

ment of seats is commended by its position back to the after-

noon sun and by its striking view down the valley. The east

2nd of the field might be closed by some low building to be

ised in connection with sports. The land is sufficient to

accormodate a quarter-mile track or better, and actually has

area sufficient to contzin a structure of the size of the

Harvard Stadium. A row of dormitory buildings could be put along
the Commonwealth Avenue front if necessary.
C: Iransverse Axis.

A secondary transverse axis extends east and west from the

center of the above spectatorium across the Court of Honor to

the extension of Babcock Street, which would te used as a

orivate roadway for the Institute, West of Babcock Street ex-

tension, the land could be used for further extension of the

buildings or for a dormitory system. Among these we suggest

one containing a dining hall and assembly hall, which should

preferably be near Commonwealth Avenue, Besides its daily use

by the student body, such a building would te of great value

for alumni reunions, etc.

DIMENSIONS AND AREAS,

In estimating the spaces covered by the buildings, our

:uide has been the report prepared by Mr, Wigglesworth, We
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are not clear whether the figures given in this report are for

net or gross areas, In any case, it is obvious that reliable

data of this sort is of the utmost importance in developing

sven the most tentative scheme for the new Institute, and the

value of the present report depends largely on the correctness

of the above figures, Our method has been to assume an arbitrary

width of 60 feet for the buildings, considering that to be about

as wide, for a central 10-foot corridor with 24-foot classrooms

on each side, as could be effectively lighted by windows, We

then simply divided the areas given for four-story buildings by

50, which gave the required lengths. According to Mr, Wiggles-

worth's report, the Institute now has 354,000 square feet of

floor space and requires 491,000, covering in all 148,000 feet

of ground area. Omitting the Administration Building, Gymnasium

and shops, the ground area required for the department buildings

is 110,500, Dividing this by 60, the result is 1840 lineal feet

Of building. Our plan contains 2280 lineal feet of department

puildings, and it is evident that if any considerable addition

to this were to be placed on the block between Pleasant and

Babcock Streets, the central court would have to be sacrificed

and all opportunity for a dignified effect would be lost,

If the areas given in lr, Wigglesworth'!s report are net

areas inside of work rooms, it is evident that at least 25% more

should be allowed for actual ground areas covered by the builde

ing 8.

[he result apparently indicates that the Institute can
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hardly be properly accommodated between Babcock znd Pleasant

Streets, and it would be imprudent to acquire anything less than

the entire tract, including, if possible, the lot on the west

corner of Commonwealth Avenue and Babcock Street, which we have

hence utilized as &amp; part of the scheme.

The project is a fascinating one from every point of

view. A more picturesque location, or one which would lend

Ltself better to striking effects, could hardly be imagined;

the land provides good foundations and would need comparatively

little grading; the transportation facilities are excellent,

and if disturbance by steam and electric railroads is not too

great, it would seem to be an ideal site,

COMPARISON OF TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES
BETWEEN THE ALLSTON AND JAMAICA PLAIN SITES,

ALLSTON SITE,

There are three electric car lines running from

Commonwealth Avenue to Boston, with the following cars:=

Auburndale, .-----¢eeee6 to 12 cars pr
NeWtiONeeeooeseena-aaeedl? TO 20 OM ”
Valtham,.. --4 to 8 "

22 to 40 ©

our.

The above lines of cars all run to Park Street,

connecting at the corner of lassachusetts Avenue and Boylston
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Street with cars for Roxbury and Dorchester and at the corner

of Massachusetts Avenue and Beacon Street with cars for Cambridge

The running time from the Allston Golf Club site

to Park Street is from twenty to twenty-five minutes, Vhen the

Riverbani subway is built, this time should be reduced by at

least five minutes to Park Street.

There are eight trains from Boston to Cottage Farm

station on the Boston &amp; Albany Railroad and ten trains from

cottage Farm to Boston. The Cottage Farm station is about one-

juarter of a mile from the Allston site, It will be #wmpossible

to carry a spur track from the Boston &amp; Albany yard directly

on to the site for freignt.

To the above should be added the possibility of

a cross town line on future extension of Pleasant Street, which

vould give speedy access to Cambridge and Brookline,

JAMAICA SITE,
There are four electric car lines running from

Jama ica Plain to Boston, with the following cars:-

South Huntington Avenue,. +4 to 2 cars
North Stationeeesessesese-- ~.6 to 22 "
forest Hills~ Crosstown..e....4 to 6
Blevated (Surface cars to
Dudley Street Terminal, thence
to City proper via Washington
Street Tunnel)... ..12 to 60 "

26 to 8 " »

~~ hour,
) n

it

 nH

The smaller figures in eax h case show the number of cars per

hour through the middle of the day, and the larger figures the

number of cars during the rush hours in the morning and night,

The South Huntington Avenue line starts from the Jamaica
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Plain car station and runs via South Huntington Avenue and

Huntington Avenue to the Park Street subway.

The North Station line starts from the Jamaica Plain

station and runs via Tremont Street and the subway to the

North Station.

The Forest Hills Crosstown line starts from Forest Hills

Elevated and runs via Center Street, Roxbury Crossing and

Huntington Avenue to Park Street.

The Elevated starts from the Jamaica Plain car station

and runs via Center Street and Eliot Square to Dudley Street

Blevated,

The running time from Center Street to Park Street

is from twenty to twenty-five minutes.

The Boylston Street station on the New York, New

Haven and Hartford Railroad is about one mile from the site,

and there are twenty-eight trains from Boston to Boylston Street

daily and twenty-seven trains from Boylston Street to Boston

Daily.

There is a freight yard at the Boylston Station.

The pure air, beautiful surroundings, freedom from

slectric disturbances and jarring by heavy trains or vehicles,

as well as the proximity of the athletic field already owned

by the Institute, are compensations for the poorer transporia-

tion facilities of this location; but there is a total lack of

the"advertisinz® opportunities of the Allston site, as well as

‘he convenience in relation to the best residential part of the
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city with its great institutions,

As we have already stated, the above report can

only be considered as a preliminary one, It would give us

creat pleasure to continue the investigation on such lines as

you may desire,

lespectfuil, yours

v

®

"2D

2 Committee,

-
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